
H a r d w i c k 

28th March - Suz Williams

Living in Community 
Many people dream about living in Community. It is part of our 
natural heritage to live in small groups.  However, navigating this 
in a modern world takes work and patience. Suz Williams, a mem-
ber of Harwick’s fossil fuel free community farm Green Broom, 
shares her experiences and insights about Community living and 
how to make it work.

25th April - Dmitry Glazkov

The meaning of the trees
Dmitry, of Sadhama Rewild Retreats, discusses our historical and 
spiritual relationship with the largest living organisms on Earth. 
He will explore why yogis, sages and the founders of numerous 
religions across the world have had a direct relationship with 
the silent wisdom of the embodied stillness that trees emanate 
and outline some stories and examples of how the ancient trees 
at Hardwick have touched Sadhama attendees over the past few 
years. 

Suggested donation towards the space and costs: £3

30th May - Andrew Hood

Environment and Self
Can a deep relationship with our self and our local environment 
ever be kit-free and harmless to the land and the wild creatures 
that inhabit it? Andrew Hood is a salvaged-stone sculptor who is 
conducting a whole-life investigation into lost and/or depleted hu-
man functions and efficacies, and their relationship to the natural 
world. Gradually, his findings are being represented in stone. He 
will talk to us about what he has learned on his journey so far.

27th June - Dave Jackson 

Coppicing 
and its Cultural Heritage 

What is coppicing, and how can it benefit biodiversity, the carbon 
cycle and mankind so harmoniously? Why is coppice such a tra-
ditional feature of our wooded landscape? And what is its future 
in the modern world? Dave Jackson has been a coppice worker for 
the past 25 years and will be sharing his experience and the work 
of the National Coppice Federation, to shed some light on the 
world of coppice.

A SERIES OF FASCINATING TALKS EXPLORING WOODLAND, 
THE ENVIRONMENT, AND OUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEM

Spring Talk Series

730pm, Packing shed, the tolhurst organic market garden, rg8 7rb


